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1 Introduction0 

The following is a report on the orbit studies and design work connected 

with orbits WhICh have been. done far a 50 Mev electron FFAp accelerator 

which is being constrm~ted by lheMURA group. It was felt .'forthwhile to 

report on this work to ensure tha~ data pertinent to the accelerator would be 

coHected for ready reference and to give for di.dachc purposes some back

ground for the ch01.ce of parameters. 

II. Motivation of the Design 

The primary pu:!"pose of the accele'::'Htor is the study of large circulating 

currents and methods of beam handling WIth (,hese currents. At the time 

design stud.ies were begun, the spiral secto'r' FFAG model was not yet operat

mg, and it was felt that tr;p prob:Jems of rndial sector machines (particularly 

the non-linear restodng wrces) were pertaps more tractable. The use of 

radial sectors has made possible a further development of the accelerator. By 

designing the machine with positive and nega.tive field magnets of equal length 

(caned historically a Mark Ia), it is possible by changing the relative excitation 

of the magnets to make the machine an Ohkawi:! two-way beam accelerator. 1 

Thus experiments can be performed to detect particle collisions and test the 

principle of eolliding beams. 2 TL"e use of Mark Ia rather than Mark Ib (equal 

ma.gnitudes of fields along the equilibrium orbit in positive and negative rnagnets) 

causes the ci"cumference factor to be lfirger by about one; the circumference 

factor' of the accelerator tuned 1.0 the tWO-,";1y bAam position is larger than the 

optimum MiH'k 1a by about two. 
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The desire for high beam intensities influences the design. Experience 

3 .with the pxisting radial sector elect.ron model has shown that a gfmerous 

vertical apertut:'e is necefisary to produee high intensitj,(~s, It is clearly not 

sufficient, sinee a large aperture is wasted when the stability limit of vertical 

oscillations due to non-linear forces Is small. One attempts to design for a 

large vertical stab::Uty' limit and a correspond.ingly large vertical aperture, 

leaVing some f'pace :or the effects of misalignments. 

In addiUon, rf, acceleration must be used to produce large circulating 

cUr'r'E"nts by stacking, Straight sections of Illmimum 1ength of the order of 

8 em are needed to accommodate rf, cavities, Further, the range of frequency 

modul.ation required decreases as the radial aperture decreases, or as 

;,"1 ",.; B 
J3 -;J-,.-. 

increa ses, .so that it is desirable to have as high a k as possible. 

Ill. Choice of Energy 

In 8. stacked beam, intensity is n.mited ~y ,;a6 scattering, which decreases 

with increasing energy, Enoch
<1 
~ has estirr.:.ated the lifetime of an electron bean 

againsl gas scattering. From his results thedifetime is of the order of severaL 

seconds at 50 Mev electron energy at a residual gas pressure of L 4 x 10- 6 mm Hg. 

This will give time for many rL passes to add particles tlJ the stacked beam. 

While it would be of great interest for the structure of elementar'y particles to 

,~	 measure clp.ctron-electron scattering at highp.r energies (of order 20u Mev in ea.ch 

beam), sl.:ch an accelerator would necessitate a much greater investment in time, 
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space and money. At 50 Mev. with a circumference factor of 6 and a maximum 

field of about 5000 gausses, the outer radius of the accelerator is approximately 

ZOO em, which wIll iit reasonably into existing laboratory space. 

IV. Computer Method:::> 

The MURA mM 704 high-speed digital c:.Jmpl,ter has been used extensively* 

in the design calculations. The methods used 2.re described below. 

The "Forocyl" program solves by iteratIon the magnetostatic problem of 

the potentials and fields due to given pole and current geometries. inserted as 

boundary values. Because it was desired to consider various relative positive 

and negative magnet excitations, the program was used in a particular way. 

The positive pole was given a potential different from zero and the negative 

pole was held fixed at zero potential (i. e. , not energized). Suppose that this 

'D (;) 
problem gives a median=plane field oJ ) whose Fourier 

expansion at a given radius is (with a particular choice of the zero of 9) 

E {I,! 
(1)a 

Smce the negative and positive poles are of equal length. the geometry has 

period o/N . Then the problem with the negative pole energized and the 

(Z)
-:Bo 

*It has been estimated that approximately 600 hours of computer time have been 
used in this design work. -4
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The problem wi.th the positive and negative poles having relative excitaUon o/'b 

has a Fourier expansion , ( I) I ( d) ,r ' i\ j L"1B 0 -::: (c~ q . + ~ ",' .. '- ,,~ }I ; ~ 'C' 
- C-Vj Q" 0'\ 
o. .... b 

( l'
! n ._ ' '0\ ~., ,. (3) 

With this device it is not necessary to do more than one lengthy Foroeyl 

problem m order to treat var'lous excitations or the same geometry. 

Th.e FourlPr' coefficients of (3) could tte used III the "Well-Tempered Five" 

dynamieal program) 6 which gener'ates the Lelds affecting particle motion at 

ea".~h integration step from the median-plane fIeld.s by Powell's expansion. 7 

However. lhe "Formesh" dynamical program. 8 which uses the fields given at 

points of a mesh (as i.n Forocyl) has thp advantage of greater' speed, as wen as 

several useful <l.uxilia.!7 progr.ams, such as "Forfixpoint ,,9 and the several 

bump p!'ograms. 10 A field mes!:1 can be made from the Four~e:r' coeffi.cIents of 

~3) by the "Temperme:3h Il program, 11 which generates the fields as in IIWell-

Tempered Five" and stores them at mesh points. 

Th.e normalization of the Fourier coefficients must be con;sidered further. 

For ,~"adial sector machines. the maximum Held on a circle is large camp,ired 

to the average field and the "scalloping ll of th.e equilibrium orbH makes large 

'::onb.'t.buUons to the average fieLd on the equilibrium orbit. This moves the 

equilLbrium orbit to a smaller average radius. The computer programs use 

variables sealed with respect to o. reference radius which IS frequently too 
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large Te c:' rc:,dLal sector' m3C.n:mes. Then the interesting dynam....cal regior: 

far tc ! '.,e ieI'. oJ: the c.:::igin of the phase plane for radial motion, so that it is 

easy to f:ox,';eed scaLng IiI' .~t2 :,)!" the '.7ariableso However. this dynamical 

reg", ''1 cane' moved arbitr'arily alo.ng' the x~a;<is by preper normalization of 

the Fn,!'ier coeflicients. Th8 radial equatio'l c': mot::,o..!",n the medIall plane 

c-~,nn wrltt<.:'n in c\-1indr,:,~::l.1 coor,:inates as 

dVI i"~'\.1 N~ ,
= L' 1,,

yo ) ;L. 
(4.~ 

• _ 0 ~ 

'{' j e aD'I 

let> 

D i.:O\ the lotal particle momentum and tne field i'O th,e rneGian plane IS 

(6) 

eX. iefine:~ the circle (of radius r o) abou,t which the motio;~ Is expanded. 12 

. ',~ l- :;
S-:nce for a given B, ""'.. /., " ~,., 0 ,C n,.,., 0' 

() 
TILlSr <-'"d f.'; ? var'es .... ~ t' k eX.. var Ies 2. S I' 

0<0 11.nd \X, (of the same SIgn) corresponding to circles of rad...us r 0 arid 

r/ :: es pectively are related by 

0< /0< 
(7) 

ThE: computer program", use :>. =1 througholi:, ':' ut because appEars 

,'Xl. the equations of mot::.on multiplying the field, one can ins,;;:rt ~" rather 
-6



than gn ~n 'ITempermesh ll and thus expand about the circle of radius correspond= 

ing to 0<. , LTl practice, initial values of ex. were found from analytical theory13 

a.nd imp:oved from tbe computer results. usIng (7;, 

The ci:~'cumference factor can 8.lso be calculated by using It is 

deEnect as 
1'/ 

(8) 

where i.s the minumum radius of curvature of a particle of momenhlm f 

and is thp radius of i';s equilibrium orbIt Ht the azimuth where ... 
! 

Now 

( 

so that 

(9) 

wnere is that value of c< such that In the radial sector 

mal-;hmes conslCiered in the presenl work, the minimum of will occur at 

the r;enter of a positive magnet, which is taken as v •.~ O. Then 

(10) 

V. Choice of N. k and Geometry
 

The number of sectors Nand k are related choices. In order to ha"c
 

• it is ne(~essary that .,' <: N From the smooth approxima.

tion 
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Be that 

(11) 

For the present machine k sho .ld be as large as is practical, WhlCl p :ts R. 

lower bound on N, However, as N increases, the straight section length 

avai1?ble at :1. glve radlUs decreases. Some exploration was done, beginmng 

with N =20. It was fo'nd that tht 'or. , i:ts ~'or a2.: two-way rna.=:h.cn~,-

wEh N =ZP aru slighdy bebw th'c'eriru: €IGsential ,:ouplmg ::-esonance 

(As "'hown,' Ohkawa. 3 rl.11 wor;ing points for two-way 

machines Le essentlally in hyperbolae whlCh are functions only of N.) Working 

points for N = 12 were shghtly above this reson.;:;nC'2. so that ,:t se;~med de irable 

to go lower, Howe';::..~, N = '4 . sse vales of k fo!' stable m:.~L.n ( ~ b 

which werr·; held t::" be too, ",.11, thos,; c ncerned with rf. systems. N ~ ... 6 

seemed to offer':;" reaB:nable co .pr.'mise among all these factors. 

To find a reasonable geometry ..no k, variOUS Foro<cyl pr'J>1;c'j sand 

dynami.cs :rom the .. were camp ted. These exploratory probL:;ms did '~include 

the effects of finite c:.::'oss=c,ecv..onal p..rea 0,( the backwmding return currents. 

It was desITed to find working points for both. one~way and t'i;o-way op::;:cation 

(w:..th the bd.i 1 C geometry and k) which jere not too close to misalignment 

resonances known to be harmf 'J and WhICh h.ad large stabihty lImits against 

essentIal non<inear :cesonances. Nn systematic investigation ;.'as undertaken, 

because reasonable flOrkm.g points Wi~re F,">"md '!Nith little dufic u~ty" 
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A geometry gIving good resultb is shown In FIg. 1. This diagram shows 

pole confIgurations at a particular radlUs (the pole S'tapes being assumed to 

scale with radius)o Half of t::-lC' posltiye pole is shown at e,_ch edge, with the 

negatIve pole in the center, so that a ~c, 0 at the center of the pc:::ntive !l'agnet. 

Thf' dimensions are sh.- '."on in the mesh 'Inits (1., H used in Forocyl. The 

variables 
I ~J"':.. ...,( I- Iv II 

1 
~ 

1 
c= Nlt ,I

/ (1)~ ~. 

are 'sed .Lv F01-ocyl for radial sector machines. The total nu~::-ber of mesh units 

horizontaUy is a. Th> ,: 

"f'

1 (13) 

(where the unit mesh 18 a square) are the. c'sh co::-rdinates, The boundary values 

are shown on the dlagra. i The backwmdmc, ret\irn currents are Qf ',ern cross= 

tim;ously. The q 8.nhty -o'L calcuLat,d "y forocylls related to the n,agneto·

static pot.cntlal 

)L 
(14) 

V'llues of 0- (phase (,hange per sector), "1,.T !Vcr/ 'l! (number of wa, es 

pCI' revolutioD;"Lld stability lim:~ts :'r radial {x) and verheal (z) Oc ~naCons 

,,-... ar<:, shown In "'~'ablt:; I ':or diffe:ri~nt valu.es ot the -~(~latlve excitatiO:l of the two 

9
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. All	 of these meshesmagnets of Fig. 1, given as 

have k;;: 9.3. The stability limits shown are those without misalignments. They 

are given in terms of :t'-:;. and and are simply half the 

horizontal distance across the phase region of stability. The vertical stability 

limit is measured with a radial motion of small amplitude. 

TABLE I 

Results of Exploratory Problems 
Radial Vertical1I, 

i 

.._.__.- ....-- tJ'x	 Stability Stability!11. D. IMesh No * 
~Lj 

,",	 

r->.~;J"--·3 '. 

I
 
",,',
ISymbol	 " fP 1'- 'Y)c' " j 

,) Limit Limit I 
I

I'	 

I 
I 

Il:.	 I 42 0.5 0.7956 0.6653 6.364 5.322. 0.019 0.014 I 

: 
46 0.55 0.6015 0.4311 4.812 3.449 0.027 0.022tG' I :
 

Gil
 47 0.58 0.5454 0.3143 4.363 2.514 0.038 0.024 

E, (/1 48 0.60 0.5197 0.2375 4.158 1.800 0.027 0.025 

The stability limits are measured at 9 = iJ (center of positive magnet). Since 

this is a defocusing magnet for vertical motion, the maximum vertical amplitude 

is greater than the figure given b:/ a factor which varies from about 2 for ;E 

(due to its high C5) ) to about 1. 3 for 

~ is a two-way machine, since	 Its stability limits are 

smaller than those for one-way machines (due to the very high (" "s ), but are 

comparable with those of other two-way machines with N:: 16. In addition, ~ 

is well situated with regard to misalignment resonances and thus appears to offer 

*The mesh numbers are given for convenient reference by the authors and may 
be regarded by the reader as cabalistlc symbols. 

-10
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a n interesting design choke. 

1~ i.s nOT necessary to choose a unique one-way operating point, since the 

accelerator can be tuned at will. It can be seen from Table I that reasonable 

operating points exist, The point appears to be the best choice from the 

standpoint of stability limits. Its horizontal stability limit is approximately 

the maximum to be expected with "r.<2 "': 0-1:"~ ';:""'/'0 Its vertwal 

stabil.ity limit is about 3/5 of the magnet ape:dLcre {y =0.039) at e =o. pO 

that with a "beat factor /I of at least 1. 3 it clearly uses practically all of the 

Cl'ilailable vacuum tank aperture. The vertical stability limit might well 5n~ 

crease with decreasing but the useful phase space area will not be 

larger. does not at first sight appear to be well situated with regard 

to misalignment resonances, si.nce-v~. is close r,o 2. 5, bd it should be 

remembered that half-integral resonances are very narrow. 3 and that the 

inclusion of backwinding return current effects can be expected to move 

from this resonance. 

VL Misalignment Studies 

One of the most important criteria in the choice of a design and operating 

point of an FFAG accelerator is its response to misalignments. If the stability 

limits of Table I become very small \;vith only moderate misalignments, it be

comes exceedmgly difficult, if not impossibl.e to achieve high beam intensities. 

The digl! <11 computer can be used to investigate these effects by means of trans

formations which simulate misahgned;xwtwns offu'e acceleratm'. 
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The meshes discussed above were used. to study the effects of mlsalignments. 

The major effort used the ::Fumb~ehumps"progTam, 10 w:hkh makes a transforma

tion of the coordinates by amounts .::).):; and ,..-f after 

integration steps. After ~." steps a second such transformatlon (usually the 

inverse of the first) is made. Both transformations repeat every ''ifJ a steps and 

both are expressed as power series in the var:a~)les with arbItrary coefficients. 

Radial or vertical displacements and twists a"iYJut any except t .e: - xis:+' 0' any 

group of magnets ("an be s:mulated by these :ransfo:,:,mations. It might be noted 

thatthis also changes k and pr'odur;es eqn~valent r:.cn-l~ne2..:r bumps. 

In Table II stabl1ity limits are shown for and for a pomt (Mesh 40) 

which differ s from €. only in having k ~ 9. 0 0 Point J' has .i =6. 208, 

T
V 6 :: 5.404. A point Y with k:: 9. 7 «MeS{l 37 J = 6.576. 

was investigated, but is not shown because i:5 stability l::.nllts were extremely 

small. In each case the radial and vertical stab:'l.ity limits are shown. The 

bump size given is entered in the Formesh program scaled by 

(so that the data correspond to a larger bump at larger radii), and one sector 

out of 16 IS displaced o!' tw.:sted. Runs of length 15 revc'luhons were used. 

')0 no epen or. - .<*This restriction occurs becalise and :_. . t d d 
( 
lL/..." and ;L) 

;;
'.' 

and D. d' and !.~ f;; do itot deper:d 
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TABLE n 

; Radial Vertical Radial Vertical 
Stability Stability Stability Stability 

. Limit Limit Limit Limit 

i Unperturbed 0,017 0.016 00019 0.014,I
1 
! L::.y= Imm. 0.01'7 00 012 O.OU 0.012 

6y ::: 2mm 0,017 0.012 O.Oll 0.009 

.6 x =: lmm 0,004 0.008 0.013 0.012 

-dx _. 2mm ~ 0 
, ...,.. 

0 0,007 0 0 009 
i ------t 
i 

1 x tWIst (lmm) 0.004 00010 0,01':: 0.012 
I 
I 
! Y twist (lmm) 0.015 0.012 0.011 0.012 

The data show that _ is very sensltivp to radial displacements or twists, 

probably because it is closer than e. to the integral resonanceV,k =b 
~ II 

The one-way machines E::;. and E: 'Ii were inveshgated in the same way. 

Table ill gives the results for these Meshes. 

-13~ 
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TABLE III 

Stability Limits with Misalignments for One- Way Machines 
I '~w 

f:-" c. 

Radial Vertical Radial Vertical 
Stability Stability Stability Stability 
Limit Limit Limit LimItI 

I Unperturbed 

I Ciy= lmm 

6.y::: 2mm 
I 

I fJ. x :-;: lmm 

I 0.038 

I 0.038 

I 0.037
Il 0.037 

0.024 

0.020 

0,020 

0,020 

I 0<027 , 
0, f j 21 

I 
I 0.015 

0.021 

0.025 

G.025 

0.025 

0.025 

Ix twist (Imm)! 0.041 0.020 0.026 0.020 

! y twist (lmm)' 0.036 0.020 0.0:0 0.020 

/~ .U 
l:::- is less favorable than t::. ,mainly in ;ts radial s!abilii.;y limit,·::, 

probably because it is closer to the integral resonar.ce 'LJ% -:: LJ 

It thus appears that both two-way and one-\vay m~C'hines 113.-;e sle.biEry 

EmUs with displacements or twists of the order of a millimeter' wh.ich wi: 1 

not i.nhibit beam intensity to any great degree, An equivalem field inhoml.>ge':1ei:y 

would be of order 10/0. 

10The "Mumblebumps:' program was also :;sed tc; test the sensit5.·'nty of 

two-way machines to errors in azimuthally ave:raged field ( Jo of Eq. (tn. 

This program allows the introduction of a second field mesh after {~7J.? iM 

integration steps; after ./)I - ,c'J1/N more steps the program returns '0 thecar 

normal mesh. It was found with Mesh 42 that the radial stability hm.it is 

reduc:ed essentially to zero if the second mesh. which is used for f},ne sector 

out of 16, has ClosF,r :i.D.YestigaEcn showed tha~ this IST..le 
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to the large tuning effects of (} ; the intr'~":~lction of eVAn thiR small 'l (' 
had moved the radial frequency Deross the integral resonance = 60 It was 

found further that small amounts of k tuning, which is to be mcorporated in 

the accelerator, would compensate this tuning effect completely. 

It may be arJued that the effeds of mls&.':':L';--tents have not l:.een tested
'" e 

on the final meshes with ~:urrentso However, ana!.ytical work has shown that 

response to mlsalignments depends mainly en the differences of the tune 

, 
t, ) from resonant values> so that currents should introduce 

no diffiC'1llty if the tune is not close to some narmful. line. 

We conclude that misalignments present no serious difficulties for the 

operation of the accelerator if the tolerance Ofl misalignments is held below 

a millimeter. 

This report does not cover the results 0: the investigation of the dynam~_cal 

effects of the radial :fieid ripple d.le to the embedding of the pole-face rJac1:~ 

winding C?lrrt'11tsl.:J .sIoL'. eut aZlm'Ith[JJJY~IlthE;" poles. These effects, which 

appear to be very smalL. 21"e .:"c:lorted sep8Tatdy. 15 

VII Final Meshesldth Gc;rrents 

In ord<:l' to avoid extremely large polwc'face backwinding return currents, 

which would red'].ce greatly the stra.ight sectIOn length aV2.ilable i:or rL devices, 

it is planned that the outermost part. (roughly 15 em) of the field var:ation will 

be made w:th nO!l.°oscaling poles> the d.,·sig:l o.f":c.ich is dl.sC'ussed in See. VIII. 

Preliminary calculatlons of currents _n the scalmg region by Ro O. Haxby 

showed that the return bundle of pole tace v;~ndings will trave cross~seetlOnal 

-16
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') 

aea of approximately 80;'m'" at 190 f'm the end of th,e scaling region, where 

It IS greateSt A g' ometry as shown in. FIg. 2 wa:... d ,Led to aecommodate 

this area" The inclusion of currents in the Foro- yl progr ,m, dLcussed by 

Laslett,16 Table IV shows :.e bel'atr'n oS"1l1ction frequencies obtained at 

differ en: 'perating points with thIS geome:,ry and :.~ 9. 3. 

TABLE IV
 

Betatron Frequenc:'ies of Opera!i£1g Points ,with Currents
 
,-,..

..11.. i
i --_... -

0-;1 
.::..J 1..../~1(es, No .J:L :';'1 2.- 1T 11"I 

~£ 146 0 0 0.79499 0.6 763 6.3599 

i~' 147 0 0 55 0.59278 0.41620 4 0 7422 3.396 

I~~ II 
L--- 145 O. 58 0.53550 0.29049 _.2840 .3239 

kFor a field varying as r , the size of the backwindmg return bundle does 

not scale, wh.:ch mtroduces a change of frequency with .::'a _u,. To .ind the 

magnitud, of this effect., Forof'yl meshes were run with the current bundle 

shrunk to zero cross-secc1:ionaJ area and lo,·ated at pomt A of Fig. 2, which 

gives an overestimate of the effect at inJeLti • ~_mc e thre must be some 

wind.ngs at r"dil smaller ihan the injection radIus it' order that the i'it.,lde 

II 
good at that radius. Only points €,. a.nd ~ were tested in. this way.; the 

effect for \.::
.- I 

(or any other poInt between and Ob:1O"41y lies between 

" those for ~ and For a two~wa.y operating poInt. such a Forocyl 

(Mesh 87) gIves 
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" 
which are indistmguishable from (, with currents, For such. a Forocyl 

(Mesh 88) glves 
, , 

v,k "" 4.315 

\

i)~ := 2.400
r:;; 

0 

Thus 1\ \,'.~ S. 0.04' and ~A 'l~:I ~. 00,08 so t h h e tune (" ,ange .is sma11t,.J _ II'" at t h 

compared to the distance between resonances" 

~; andData pertinent to the fields and oTobits in +he scaling region ar €� 

€" are coHected in the appendix.� 

VITI. Design of the I-.joil~'Sl;aling Pole 

For a given Forocy::', (c::~rves of constant -n.. may be calculated by the 

Equicyl program, 17 Some are shown in F:g. 3. The gap height as a function 

of radius can be calculated as follows, At a given ~J 

or 

is a function of ..-1 Lw.n.::'.ch (:8.:1 be evalua!ci z;umC'Y':'c,,:Jy from Equicyl or 

Forocyl data. If ~j is ass::med that the nermeability of the iI'on i.8 infir..ite 

then the iron surface is an equIpotential« ,A~ :;;; ('onst.). If the gap as a 

funcFon of radius ~s give:;: by 

(16) 

and if the pole shape at any rCidlusls chosen to be fhe Equicyl curve which 

has the a- of (16) al that radius) tru:m the field scales with cad1Us~. e. 1" " 

>r'","",'-'; 

~~,':'l.'-"'_has the form (6) with consta::J l~ 
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A pole following the exa~·7::,n.to;~:..·s of Fig. 3 ':;;ouid :::L ::':lIHcr:lt ;:0 machine" 

It is therefore interestirlg to con::Jlder wheLler some simpler 2urface gL"(.:'8 a 

good ar;proximatio~lto the f:'eld. To do thIS prodem with any a,curacy, h. finer 

mesh than that used for the scaling region ( a ::;; 50) must be used. Because of 

program ~imltations; ther,:.: is ~hen not encugh mem.:'ry ::,pace for the currents 

of Sec. VII. The ima~:,e calcl,.lations c: Weinberg18 show that the potential 

varies very nearly linearly as one proceeds around the penphery of a current. 

Th::s procedure ,>vas;~hecr::ec.., with r'~ .:::ultin, "'\..l" is a~;d fixed point Xf (position 

of the. equiLbrium oroit at ;. ~ 0) shown In Table V. 

TABi.·E V 

Check 0'" Int,~rpolation "iethod :n.. Forocyl-

X:f -JA: VJ 
I 

~ witi! Cm"'rents 
j
• -0,,0100604 6.3601 5.3867 

~ Interp .. lat'; -0.0100528 6.3(0::' " 3850 

,€'I w:th L rrents - !;. 00111303 4 0 353 2,51-00 

~ 
,I 

Interpolated I -0. {'0127324 4.3569 2.5232 I
: 

(These results 'c,re for ii dif~erE. t g,'om..::tryhan the meshes 
of Sec. VII and therer'ore should not be compared invidiously 
with Sec. VII_) 

The radius of the fixed point is 'f;. ( ! + X.f ) at e;~ 0, '" 0 that the 

differences in X/ should be compared to umty. It can be seen from Table V 

that the d_fferences in dcy~amlc':'~_"f' ext:'ec''1ely smalL Therefore the :nt~:'r-

pobtion metr~od was used throughout to mvestigate poh~-shape effects. 

~18= 
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It was found that poles of very simple cross=sec~ionalaspe-::t give \tery 

close fits to the freque!1C:,ies for the two=way mach:!r;£:. It is safe to aSS'Jme 

that all of the dynamics agrees wen. since non~ linear effects depend lV)st 

strongly on linear ireq'leri'cy, 

All of the pOle shapes c-a:1 be Ch,ar2.ctcr:lze:j T,;"je paran~eters shown in 

Fig. 4. Only half a pole is shown, s:.n'ce each pc) ~ is s',-.Lmet::-,ic aJOl1t its 

are interpolated arourld the current- bundle fr-::u'l U:,» 21) to (27" 36), the.G, aerOS2 

the straight section. Sio.~ce the "quip,,! entiA." s'.:.::-faces are not the samei'or 

different magnet exdtationa, there w;,H ;)e BOiHe (:1ange of f.:'eqiit.'n r <,' with radius 

, II,,-;
in C:. one-way machi:le. Ta.~l(; 'TI show.s frequencies for G. a:Jc. f:::- rt;6ulting 

from various configuraticEs. 

TABLE VI 

Linear Frequenci.es of N'Cr-Scaling Poles 
---'-j 

it! ...·c 

'., .,. ...... 2'"i 5.399 

16 26 

1... 7 .;.7� 

1 5 25� 

1 5 23� 

! -, 
~r.:

.i. , .;,Q 

16 26 t •. 360 5.33b 
-----~, 

"'" !'
i.t; 26 1 • 6.::>6G 

_"_I 

22 2"1' :.l 6 ___', '1 . ----i 
!23 5,339- • 

/.-.3"'0 5, 34~ 

-19
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The variation among the fixed points for all these meshes is small com

pared to unity, so that the scaling of momentum with radius is assured. 

It can be seen that the shape of the non-scaling role makes little difference 

in the ~wo-'Way case. Even the small variatior n: caE be min~mized by 

a proper choice of shape. The shapes have beF:Ji chosen so the vertical side 

of the non~scaling pole {(ib , jb) to fib' 21) in F-:.g. 4)18 a single plane, as ~s the 

slanting piece «i ) Ja! IO (ib' Jbll for simplicEy ir.. machIning., The boundarya 

between these planes is a straight line which 112.S been chosen as horizontal 

(parallel to the median plane). This uses Mesh 137 at j :::: 12, Mesh 106 at j :;; 10 

and Mesh 127 at j :::: 8. In thb case (he change of freq11ency 0.01 Ilj 

each dimension, which IS qu"!.te negligible. 

If the pole is cons~~r'ucted i.n thj.s way, tIle frequency changes of one-way 

machines are much more serious. At €/ J Dl,.}J > 0.2. waves and 

0.1 waves. There are in addition some non-scaling terms 

{(ierivatives of Fourier coefficients with respect to radius) which. affect the 

frequencies. These terms vanish wi'b the correct non-scaling pole, because 

there the Fourier coeG'icients are esse:ltially independent of radius. 

This difficul':y can be minimized by cutting wedges from the vertical side 

pieces of the nor..~scaling po.!.es of the negative m8.gnets. These pieces are of 

on both side;:; oC the negative magriet of each sector (t.hey ,,:150 change ,h~j to 

between i a andib hab hee::. chosen S'J.C['l 

-20
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/:. II •Table VII shows the effects of various cuts on the frequencies of c.. 

TABLE VII� 

Effect of Cuts from Non-Scaling Poles� 

, 61b --VxMesh No. Parent Mesh .10 VJ

112 102 8 4 4,241 2.186 
I 
,I 122 102 8 2 4,306 2.368 

! '" <)113 ! 106 .LV if '1:. 201 L 922 
I I124 106 10 2 4.274 2.299 

138 137 2 4.258 2.242 

If an amount .6.- i b = 2.484 is cut fr-om Mesh 102, there is no change of 

~ I'" /1

'Vat e. at this radius. D.. ib should decrease with radius, as can be 

seen from the j =10, 12 data. Calculation shows that if 11 i
b 

increases 

uniformly from zero at rhe begmnmg of the non= scaling pole the change of 

frequencies IS less than 0.02 in both dimensions, The non-scaling terms are 

extremely small since 1')1 is now essentially independent of r, 

Since the pole as designed does not follow exactly the equipotential ~urfacesJ 

the gap he.ight as a funetion of radlUs m;.rst be modified from that given by (16), 

.Jl.. is an odd function of 

(17) 

a 3 gives at most a 1% ~~orrectiQn, while a5 is qUIte negligible. To give a field 

kin the median plane which var Les exacLy as r , a I must be normalized to the 

same value for all radii (since the median plane field is completely determined 

by a I ). Values of a',~l')rmaiized to a I =5.16142 (from the scaling case),.,"}; . 

for various meshes are shown In Table VIlL 
., < 

-,;;;..:. 
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TABLE vm� 

CUblC Coefficient of Potential ExpartsiCD For VarIous Mesneo� 
I 

Me::;'" 0:0 - a 3 
i� 
I� 

Scaling (1,,*4) Lv
• t: 44. 3qhi 

I 
,f 

;02 8 -8. 791 

127 0 
,-\ 70. ',04 

103 10 ~?\.i: ~ 484 

l0~i lG 55. 907 

F '5 10 64. 161 

106 10 61. 065 

121 12 57. 088 

,,' ~,128 .L"- 48. 304 

137 1 'l 54• 513... i.. 

T!:e scahng mesh, Wed'=, used to find :"ill approximate ;) (V"). Then thi.s 

) II) was used together w:th appropnate mesht,s (128~ 104, 12'7} to give 

a3 (xL which was approx:m;i.:ed tJy d r0wer ser:t'.s 

___ Ct -F C/ ~ f C;I ~' 2. 
I'll (18) 

Tb.e values 

C~ ~ 448. -; 95 ... 

C:) ;:;-9':j.:j. '726 
"-'. 

were found" Then a3 was('alcu~a:ed for ve'iousrhjj; C'-·')!,]} (18). .TIle inverted 

power serie~ C7' ~: 7 
-22~ 
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./ 

/ 1 -.~·L f
j,/ --'-" J (19) 

where 
I' //hi /CI.Jf 'C' 

- d//Cl/1 !'/:?' 
1/ 

(20)/� 
( /i"� 

. f"' ';'('r\was then usee toma J' / . Side and plan v;ews of the magnets ar'e shown 

Various meshes were f'omputed to te[.;1. st'cb. effects as the rounding 07' 

sharp ('orners to avoid saturation dHfieulnes (Mesh 111). where the effec:: 

is found to be yery small the radlUS of ('ur·.rature of the rounding is of 

order one mesh umt (with a:;::; 150) and the effect of the relative shrInkage 

of the current bundle in the non-scaling region" since it is constant in size 

while a other dimensic'Li, scale. Mesh 126 had +.he Ci-;rre,'it bundle shrL,nt 

by one mesh unit, bilt wan (!',Lerwise ident:ca~ to Mesh 102. Its dyna:miC'al 

results were essentially jndistingu:shablc from tho:",e I}f 10Z. 

~23-
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Appendix 

Field and Orbit Parameters 

N ~ 16 

TABLE IX� 

Fourier Coefficients of the Median Plane Fi.elds� 

/~~ 
.J.-..'.' ;.: 

,./ 

~	 (. 

o� 0.5 0.60 

9.635� to 278238 0.179546 

(;� 0.107099 0.14137 

-00387507 -0.319693 

o� ~O.034574 

~Q ,,19'1399 ~0.128b27 -0.106117 

g, o� 0.000036 0.000048
°b 

~0.055093 0.0358f:9 0.029617� 

c 0.001397 0.D01844� 

gg I 0.004461 0 002807 0.00239H�0 

o� ~Cl" 000191 

~Oo 00·4062 ~o. 0026<~'i' -0. 002184 
----'------ -----------------_._--
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TABLE X 

Field Magn::.tudes and Circumference Factors 

CaL: ,~, tr~e vaLe cf v< used in comr,uter calculaJ:.:ons. 

Xi� the'l/G':uf' of/:: for which :he maxireum rad.:.us of the 
equJ1:brwffi orbir equals r 0' 

;X.2.� the y:=;.lue of (,/. for which :JJ' average radius of the 
equHibriLm or'b Lt equals r.~. 

" 

- oG B 'B';'~ +'h e c';rcumL'erenc'e ""~r,~or'C _. I max I 0 ,.::; .u_ .I. • ~>.'>~ ":.n..· ,. " 

'l'1..,e� quan-t'+'\" r B n'," x.,/ ;"p........'Q ,,,,,c'_0..'1. :1., · 1. m .... d' ~ OJ -"� >-""0 ~ U.lated' "0'" +'he m-ax"mu,'a. .i.U~ +l,.. Ie.... u� c •. 
.........ct. ,� 

(;1.,� is used, 

~ /,1 

i 
:9.63.5 0.5 0.66 
,, 
!8. 70417 . '0. ;,0391 0.67494 

eX, ;6 ""6' ~ " ... ; 

;

0 ,;) .~~) .::.� 0.558952 

'0.923549 12,7608 8.41213 

8.0387 6.4303 5.6777c 
IroBmax(gauss-c:::n ')� 
i-=---':---lVIE:,,-:-------j 2. 67C."'.v 104 2. • J.1 4.'~4 .; 1 8')2',~; .�v _;j 104 

• t;. • 104 

·2.5
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TABLE Xl� 

Fourier Coefficients of the Equilibrium Orbits� 

_. .c; '1 VINeXI' .X ..:::::::.. Vl 

,~ li
E, {;'; ~ 

Xo 1-0.0377277 -000207403 -0.0163002! 

xl I 0.0271438 0.0210303 0.0180896! 

I
I 

0.0011012 O.OG,J7277 0.00058891x2 
I 
I 

-0.0003571 -0.0002158 -0.00016571x3 , 
, 

x \ -0.0000621 -0.0000343 -0.0000266!
4 I 

I !-0.0000167 ~0.00OO151 -0.0000137lx5 ! 
j 
I 

0.0000011 0 -0.0000002!x6 
j 

0.0000043 0.0000030 O. 00000241x 7 

0(. 90635 0.5 0.66 

Note: These change with 0<.. according to the relation 

(C// II) Ii 
/ 

~;-
((,.~ I 
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TABLE XII� 

Coeff1cients of the Linear Transformation Matrix� 

( 
/J .,$ ~ r"'-- j)(: r .... f, ~ '. l..

/ \ 
£ " 

Cr" ex: -0.799660 ~Oo287383 ~O.111300
 

0,600453 0.957816 0.99378 r
,� 

( /1,1:)( ) 
0,97374 0.53325 0.47021 

0.11629 0.14364 

0.35059 0.26895 0.27087 
(f-) rtt 1\l~/z1f 1 (;t;,.J,I)7C 

t2.8782 ±1. 3783 +1.1186 1-) I' -. "'I (1''1. i ,) 

0.260225 0.611698 

0.864500 0.965548 0.791091 
;;:I ('l(0 ( I ! ) 

0.41585 0,46265 0.60278 

/ /"i: i'i ) 0,086259 0,19365 0.30353 

0,34063 

:+ L 1070 ~t 1.2246 

1/

In addition to the fL.rrter tuning by wln;il EJ..~·l'd E:. "tre r'eached fran) E 

it. is planned to provide .k tuning, so that radial and vertical netatron oscUlation 

frequencies can be changed ir:de uendent'}, TUi)le XIII shows th(; effect of sn:all 

changes of k at ._ ano C These :nesht.~s do not i[icb.de currEnts so 

should be compared V'lint 42 and 47. 
~; , 
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TABLE XIII� 

Effect of Chdnge of k on Frequencies� 

These results and the flutter tuning can be represented at f by 

':'::' - cJ. S-E~:'L:!..):1.-
...... J-'I - - 0, ::1 i~ #.

1···· ) 

1\..1_. - 0, ;-; bk 
T

.\,. 

At f 
·1 

. the re. ·,its can be represented b>~ 
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